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Steam boilers used in tea factory has been about 
the same for over 100 years. Today this is a bit 
stone age and modern demands in green 
production demand new thinking. Competition for 
places like India and China increase and if some 
one cost costs for fuel a lot they will take a grab of 
the marken in lower costs.
This is a system used in Sweden for district heating 
and there are hundreds of them in use here since at 
east 20 years and ahead.
This system at photos is about same in size as a 
typical tea factory and the designs works from 500 
KW to 20 MW in same con kept but larger and 
smaller. Photos show a system in Ekerö outside 
Stockholm of about 2 MW hot water output.
Out put here is typically 120 C  and water is 
pressurised in steel tubes that can be 2-3 Km long 
with very small losses. Boiler room etc is very clean 
and no soot and contaminations are visible 
anywhere.

System concept i short

Boiler is a chip fuel boiler with unmanned operation 
None need to be here and often the entire system 
works unmanned fro several weeks and now and 
then someone goes there to have a look. Service is 
handled by web browser and mobile phones when 
there is a problem. Boiler is a new design with 
90-92 % efficiency so it saves lots of energy costs. 
Emissions of gases is very low.
Boilers can make 200C hot water with no 
modifications and max 16 Bar in pressure as this is 
a certified min level here. Boilers operates 
unmanned and no operator is needed.
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Fuel is wood chips or pellets that are dried to 
about 10 % moisture content so they burn very 
efficient and very hot due to so little water content. 
Fuel is delivered in trucks in large tanke and blow 
by air up in the green standing container. About 
2-4 times / month the truck arrives and load the 
chips by pressure into tank in maybe 30 minutes. 
Driver do all and none is here too check all.

Here we have a water tank for energy storage 
connected to the boiler to equalise variations in 
hot water demands better. Tea factories are here 
simpler as more is a constant.

Chip fuel is 
produced at site ot 
bought from a 
special company 
to get better 
quality to less 
costs. Normal 
loges are chipped 
direct and chips 
are then dried to 
8-10% humidity 
content.

It is also possible to chip las at factory and feed 
into boiler. Here there are large advantages 
compared to logs. If wanted we use waste heat 
from tea factory final dryer to dry chips. This is now 
a matter for chimney and never used.

None ever open the door to the boiler so it is not 
called down when  new logs are added. This alone 
save 5-10% of fuel consumption.

System is PLC controlled in a feed back LOOP so 
boiler get what is needed and no more and no less. 
This helps top save costs and improve quality.

Wood chips can be produced from most wood 
parts as old roots, debris from construction sites, 
sticks and branches etc. Here we get 10% more 
out from a tree in energy. Sawdust etc  can be 
added and this is waste today. Scrap tea from 
production is common from  cleaning prices sand 
this is fuel.
Right here we have a chip drier at factory. They 
can reduce water content a lot. They can use 
recycled free of cost energy.
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